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Dear Catherine:

Colorado Geological Survey has reviewed the Rendezvous East Mountain Filing 11 ( Planning Area 9E) final
planned development plan and preliminary plat referral. I understand the applicant proposes 22 duplex lots
and eleven single family detached lots on approximately 6. 5 acres located north of Rendezvous Road and
west of Pioneer Trail. With this referral, I received a request for CGS' s review( June 4, 2018), an East
Mountain

7, 2018),

Filing
a set of

11 (

Planning

Area 9E) Final PDP

and

Preliminary

Plat

narrative(

Vogel&

Associates, May

five Final Planned Development Plans( Vogel & Associates, undated), and a set of five

preliminary plat sheets( Tim Shenk Land Surveying Inc., May 11, 2018).
CGS has no objection to approval of proposed duplex Lots 1 through 22. However:

Proposed Lots 23 through 33 are within a mapped " High Hazard Potential, Potentially Unstable
Slopes" area and on or near the toe of a mapped landslide. Most of the site is gently sloping, but slopes
become steeper at the northeastern end of the parcel, corresponding to the toe area of a mapped landslide
Kellogg et al, Denver West 30' x 60' and Fraser 1: 24,000 geologic maps). Proposed Lots 32 and 33 are

within or just below this mapped landslide. All eleven proposed single family detached lots( Lots 23 through
33) are located within a mapped" High Hazard Potential, Potentially Unstable Slopes" area, according to
Grand County geologic hazard mapping.

Mapped landslides and potentially unstable slope areas within Rendezvous have previously been identified

as dormant or inactive under current conditions( Ground Engineering and J. A. Cesare; unfortunately CGS
no longer has access to these reports).
It is not possible to determine the probability or predict the
magnitude of future landslide activity, and stabilization of a landslide/unstable slope complex this large is
impractical. Avoidance is the preferred mitigation strategy for landslides, and CGS discourages
development within identified and potential hazard areas. Seismic activity or an exceptionally heavy or
prolonged rainfall or snowmelt event could result in destabilization and slope movement of unknown
extent and magnitude.

1.

CGS recommends that the town require a site- specific slope hazard analysis, prior to plat

approval, to demonstrate the feasibility of proposed Lots 23 through 33. The analysis should be

based on preliminary grading plans, including grading for internal roads, driveways and building
pads. CGS is available to review the recommended slope hazard analysis.
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If development of proposed Lots 23 through 33 is determined to be feasible:
1.

Site- specific, maximum allowable temporary and permanent cut and fill heights and slope angles
should be determined by a qualified geotechnical professional and adhered to throughout design and
construction.

2.

Site grading and drainage plans should be prepared by a qualified engineer who is familiar with the
slope recommendations determined in item 1, above, and slope stability concerns on the site. Site
grading should be designed to minimize temporary and permanent cuts and fills to the extent
possible.

3.

If the soils on or near any part of the development become saturated through rainfall, snowmelt, a

water or sewer pipeline failure, or other source of water, the soils could lose strength and fail slowly
or catastrophically. The need for a subsurface drainage system to minimize risk of saturation should
be evaluated. Surface drainage features within the entire development must be designed and
maintained to quickly channel all surface runoff away from structures and roads and off of slopes as

efficiently as possible. It is imperative that water is allowed to drain quickly and NOT pond
anywhere within or near developed areas in the vicinity of the subdivision.
4.

Existing vegetative cover should be left intact to the maximum extent possible, and every effort
should be made to restore native vegetation within disturbed areas as quickly as possible. However,
irrigation beyond the bare minimum required to reestablish native vegetation should not be
permitted.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this project. If you have questions or require further
review, please call me at( 303) 384- 2643, or e- mail carlson@mines.edu.

Sincerely,

Jill

arlson, C. E. G.

Engineering Geologist
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